
Mayhem, We're Big Like
Verse 1

I'm supporting the grime
That's why I write from morning till night
If I spat my new bars at a set
I would get a reload mostly all of the time
I remember my poorest rhymes
F**K hanging around with a 45
Us two fellas are big in da game
Deep bars make you cry like pores in your eyes
We're big in the game
We're too big for most kids in the game
We're moving quicker with eights
And we might end you in a lyrical way
This is big in the game the winners tune on the biggest of games
Were big like EA
Even ask sligidy slay

Chorus

We're big like E.A
Mess get left in A.E
Wanna fight then its O.K
But I guarantee you will get K.O
And if you want war it's O.N
Merked by your crew N.O
U should know I'm an OG
So right now you should G.O

Verse 2

Don't act like your big in the game
Your not you chat shit and your just little and vain 
And your names not as big as you claim
I've been in for three years your not spitting the 
I know you want to get rid of my name
To do that you'll need heat like the middle of Spain
So step and you will get dropped better than my mixtape
Coming in the middle of May
So just give me a break, before I come with the sickest of mates
And wet you up like a christening mate
I'll be coming for you like the middle of eight
And gunning your crew like pries and Reyes
Beef? Come check me in my estate
Outside the youth club see me chilling with mase 
And if it's raining catch me on Caldervale
Writing with Blizz and Sligidy Slay 
Honest I'm too great so if I die everybody will suffer
Like I was bottom of the food chain
Listen I'm too big
I'm better than you, your 16 I'm a school kid

Yes little cuz
Your going on too cold, no one can mess with you trust
Cos we're big, big, big
Us man are big in the game

Chorus

We're big like E.A
Mess get left in A.E
Wanna fight then its O.K
But I guarantee you will get K.O



And if you want war it's O.N
Merked by your crew N.O
U should know I'm an OG
So right now you should G.O

3rd Verse

I'm known to be cold, I've said it before
Forget it I'm raw, I'm ready for war  
Beef on the road I'll bury you all
That guy's cold my enemies thought
I'll raid your enemies Fort
But not your enemies brain your enemy's thoughts 
Then I'll smash his head off the floor
And blood out his head it will pour
Big in the game I've said it before, forget it I'm raw
I'll bury you all
Shift and Blizz we're ready for war
Say something daft and end up in saw
I heard you want gold we're heading for 
I heard you want gold we're heading for more 
Platinum? Yes little cuz platinum
So we gotta keep spitting
The right bar to the right beat 
And hopefully get an award

Chorus

We're big like E.A
Mess get left in A.E
Wanna fight then its O.K
But I guarantee you will get K.O
And if you want war it's O.N
Merked by your crew N.O
U should know I'm an OG
So right now you should G.O
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